MARQUESA DRAG PERFORMANCE
MA12
MA16
MA20
MA20T
MA30
MA30T
MAX DRAG AT “STRIKE” with free spool
LOCK-DOWN DRAG AT “FULL”

MA12 | MA16 | MA20 | MA20T | MA30 | MA30T

MA12

MA16

MA20

WEIGHT:
20.0 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 43.0 in.

WEIGHT:
21.0 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 43.0 in.

WEIGHT:
26.8 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 51.3 in.

MA30

MA20T

MA30T

WEIGHT:
27.4 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 51.3 in.

WEIGHT:
26.8 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 51.3 in.

WEIGHT:
27.4 oz.
RETRIEVE RATE: 51.3 in.

THE SAILFISHERMAN’S BEST FRIEND

MARQUESA LINE CAPACITY

Top bar and adjustable clicker tension control make
it the perfect kite fishing reel for sailfish

MA12

270 yds. / 15 lb.

270 yds. / 50 lb.

6.1:1

MA16

290 yds. / 20 lb.

400 yds. / 50 lb.

6.1:1

MA20

300 yds. / 25 lb.

530 yds. / 50 lb.

6.1:1

MA30

320 yds. / 30 lb.

670 yds. / 50 lb.

6.1:1

MA20T

360 yds. / 20 lb.

530 yds. / 50 lb.

6.1:1

MA30T

450 yds. / 20 lb.

670 yds. / 50 lb.

6.1:1
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Ergonomic Handle Knob
The oversized handle knob on Marquesa reels
gives more than enough to hang on to during a long
big-fish fight – and for a comfortable feel when quickly
cranking while vertical jigging.

Fin-Nor sets the
trend: lighter, faster
and stronger.
Fin-Nor’s newest reel series
is the ultimate offering of
precision, strength and
refinement. Marquesa is ideal
for fishing the new, thinner
braided superlines in a new
platform design that is lighter,
faster, and stronger than
anything you’ve ever seen on
the water.
Marquesa is precisionmachined from 6061-T6
aluminum, and features one
of the strongest drag systems
ever put into a reel – stronger
in fact than many “international
type” reels that are much
bigger and heavier.
The Marquesa series comes
in two model types: a topless
model for easy spool access
and control, and a model with
a top bar that kite fishermen
will especially appreciate. Kite
fishermen will also appreciate
the dial that allows custom
adjustment of clicker tension.
The top bar models are perfect
for challenging sailfish and the
techniques needed to catch
them.
Marquesas are the perfect
reels for tournament fishing or
stand-up fishing with newer
stronger lines and fishing
techniques. Marquesa is big
fish stopping power in a very
refined package.

Learn more at
www.finnorfishing.com.

Adjustable Lever Drag
Marquesa reels get up to 18 pounds of drag
at strike, and still offer complete free spool
(MA20 / MA30) and provide maximum drag
of up to 41 pounds, letting you pull back as
hard as you want on the biggest fish you find.

Precision-Machined Aluminum
Forged, and then machined for precision from the finest 6061-T6 aircraft-grade
aluminum for perfect tolerances and unmatched strength.

Machined Top Bar
Available on the MA20T and MA30T
only, the top bar helps to manage
line when trolling or kite fishing.

Topless Open Frame
Open frame design is available on the 12, 16, 20 and 30 sizes to allow
easy access to the spool – perfect for added control when casting
and when live-bait fishing.

Carbon Fiber Drag
Marquesa’s carbon fiber drag
provides up to 41 pounds of smooth
running drag (MA20 / MA30). No
other reels of this size offer such a
powerful drag system, so you can
confidently go after as big a fish as
you can stand up on.

Fast 6.1:1 Retrieve Ratio

One-Piece Aluminum Frame & Palm Plate

Adjustable Clicker

With and extended gear box, Marquesa makes no sacrifice in power and can
still pick-up 51 inches of line with each turn of the handle (MA20 / MA30), creating
the perfect reel for fast sailfish, kingfish, white marlin and wahoo.

The integral frame and left palm plate make Marquesa reels as strong as
many “international type” reels that are much bigger and heavier. This design
provides the confidence you need to stand up and fight big fish with comfort
and control.

Lets anglers custom adjust
free-spool clicker tension –
perfect for live bait and kite
fishing.

